Junior Trimester Program
New Trends in Representation Theory

The concept: A Junior Hausdorff Trimester Program (Junior HTP) gives young mathematicians (postdocs, junior faculty) the opportunity to carry out collaborative research in a unique environment. Proposals for workshops and mini-courses are explicitly encouraged, and senior scientists can be recruited as guest speakers. The facilities and dynamics of the Institute workplace are conducive to productive and inspiring interaction.

Junior HTP on New Trends in Representation Theory: We seek applications from 30 scientists worldwide, preferably groups but also individuals, whose research interests fit this theme. Individuals should be open to project work with other participants. The stay in Bonn is fully financed by HIM, so that successful candidates can apply for leave from their home institutions. We recommend stays of 4 months, but visits as short as 4 weeks are possible.

Call for applications: Groups of junior scientists and individuals are requested to include letters of intent, CVs, lists of publications and recommendation letters in the application packages. Please send applications using our online application form at https://www.him.uni-bonn.de/jtp-newtrend-application. Deadline for application is February 28, 2020.